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By  Graem e Pato, Education Editor
12:01AM GMT 29 Feb 2008

The quality of education in primary schools has worsened under Labour
despite increases in funding, says the biggest inquiry of its kind for 40
years.

Reports published today say many pupils spend too long preparing for
"batteries of tests" in English and maths at the expense of a broader
education. The reports say educational standards may actually have
fallen as a result.

In one study, it is claimed that Government control of state schools has
risen over the past 20 years but "especially after 1997". It also concluded
that Britain spends less on education than most western nations -
despite funds soaring under Labour.

The report, by Dominic Wyse, from Cambridge University, and Elaine
McCreery and Harry Torrance at Manchester Metropolitan University,
said coaching for tests has "restricted curriculum coverage" and as "test
scores have risen, educational standards... may actually have declined".
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A spokesman for the Department for Children, Schools and Families
said: "The Government does not accept that our children are over-
tested."
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One in five cigarettes smoked in Britain avoids UK tax as holidaymakers stock
up abroad

Potential tax revenues up in smoke as use of foreign and smuggled
cigarettes rises amid hikes in duty

Friends held together by a Queen’s promise
Charles Moore reviews The Paper Commonwealth (BBC Radio 4)
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School children adopted from care given funding to close learning gap on their
peers

Children adopted from care do not perform as well as their
classmates at school with less than half having expected levels of
reading, writing and maths

5G in London by 2020, pledges Johnson
People living in London will be able to download films to their mobile
phones in less than a second by 2020, Boris Johnson claims
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